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Synopsis

The 80's: If we remember correctly, they happened somewhere between disco and grunge, after platform shoes but before Friends. President Ronald Reagan sat in the Oval Office; Sixteen Candles and Raiders of the Lost Ark played at the multiplex; and, on the small screen, the invention of MTV meant that image, more than ever, could make a star. This was good news for Madonna, Duran Duran and Boy George and great news for A Flock of Seagulls. PEOPLE Celebrate the 80’s takes you on a trip down memory lane with the stars, fads and moments you’ll never forget.
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Customer Reviews

I absolutely love this book, great depiction of the 80s...the styles, hair, music, TV, movies, news, etc. People did a great job putting this book together. Nice, full-color pictures and adequate explanations to prompt the memory. Were there things left out? Sure, but overall it's a great overview of what was happening then. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to remember the way it was "in our day."

I loved this book of the 80's because I grew up then. Devo and Eddie Murphy were the best. All the trends and fashions and ofcourse the great movies like "Breakfast Club." I loved all of that. The photos were great and the news stories were great to read also. You can't beat the price.

Mainly a picture book. From the people who bring you "People" comes this 80s flashback book. I am off to change into my parachute pants while listening to Joan Jett...
I recently bought this book and was very pleased! Lot's of 80's info with nice color pictures to go by. If you are an 80’s buff like me, than this is a good book to start with. Very appropriate 80’s coverage for People Magazine! There is also some 80's trivia inside! Well, I'm off to party like it's the 80's! Totally awesome 80’s book fur sher dude! Later dude!

I purposely went out in search of this book. I have People Celebrate the 70's and enjoyed the walk down memory lane. The 80’s book came in hardcover and excellent condition. It was priced very reasonably and I am still enjoying the book.

Not sure how you have an 80’s book and leave out Michael Jackson?? He pretty much dominated the 80’s and was nowhere to be found. No sports either so my husband was kind of disappointed with that.

The book got here sooner than it was supposed to. The price was good. The recepient was very happy with it. So I would say it was a success!
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